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In this paper we want to solve the vowel space paradox that arises when findings from 

sociolinguistics and phonetics are put together. In sociolinguistic vowel studies it is found that 
more informal speech contains more sociogeographical variation (Chambers 2003; Schilling-
Estes 2002:379; Preston 2001:289; Labov 1994:157). Acoustically, that means that the 
realizations of a vowel diverge and cover a larger part of the vowel space. However, phonetic 
studies point out that the total vowel space shrinks in more informal speech (Van Bergem 1995), 
in fact restricting the space available for sociogeographical variation. Can these two conflicting 
observations be reconciled when the total vowel space is taken into account in studying patterns 
of language variation? To answer this question we compared more formal speech, obtained 
through two reading tasks (i.e. carrier sentence reading and word list reading), with more 
informal speech (i.e. spontaneous speech).  

The speech material consisted of speech of 20 Netherlandic speakers of standard Dutch, 
who were stratified for region and gender. The materials from the carrier sentence reading task 
consisted of utterances of the fifteen Dutch target vowels in a neutral consonantal context. The 
word list materials consisted of 29 words selected from a larger word list. For the spontaneous 
speech, five tokens per speaker were carefully selected for each of the fifteen vowels. Duration, 
F0, F1, F2, F3 of all tokens were measured with Praat.  

The results confirm the global shrinkage of the vowel space in spontaneous speech, but 
the effect is not equally distributed over the different vowels. The outcomes corroborate the 
conclusion that socially significant variation correlates with more target values of the same 
vowel, which means more acoustical space in informal speech for that vowel. We want to 
discuss whether this approach can discern and classify initial patterns of socially significant 
variation patterns as well.  
 


